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Is this answer helpful?

Organ, in biology, a group of tissues in a
living organism that have been adapted to
perform a specific function. In higher
animals, organs are grouped into organ
systems; e.g., the esophagus, stomach, and liver are organs of
the digestive system.

www.britannica.com/science/organ-biology
organ | biology | Britannica.com
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Organ (Anatomy)
Organs are collections of tissues with a
similar function. Plant and animal life relies
on many organs that coexist in organ
sysâ€¦

Organ (Magazine)
Organ is a British independent magazine
covering music, art and underculture. Based
in London, the magazine was founded in
1â€¦
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What is an example of an organ system?



What is an organ definition?



What is a body organ?



How do the organs work together?



 

Organ (anatomy) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organ_(biology)

Overvi… Contents Structure Function Society and culture History Origin and evoluti…

Organs are collections of tissues with a similar function. Plant and animal
life relies on many organs that coexist in organ systems. Organs are
composed of main tissue, parenchyma, and "sporadic" tissues, stroma.
The main tissue is that which is unique for the specific organ, such as the
myocardium, the main tissue of the heart, while sporadic tissues includâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

Organ | anatomy | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/science/organ-biology
Organ, in biology, a group of tissues in a living organism that have been adapted to
perform a specific function. In higher animals, organs are grouped into organ systems;
e.g., the esophagus, stomach, and liver are organs of the digestive system.
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Biology for Kids: Organs - Ducksters
www.ducksters.com › Science › Biology for Kids
Kids learn about the biology of the body's specialized tissues called organs. Also organ
systems including nervous, digestive, respiratory, endocrine, and circulatory.

What Is an Organ System? - Definition & Pictures - â€¦
https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-an-organ-system...
Although we learn about each organ system as a distinct entity, the functions of the
body's organ systems overlap considerably, and your body could not function without the
cooperation of all of its organ systems. In fact, the failure of even one organ system
could lead to severe disability or even death.

Tissues, organs, & organ systems (article) | Khan
Academy
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/high-school-biology/hs-human...
Learn about the main tissue types and organ systems of the body and how they work
together.

Advances in Organ Biology | ScienceDirect.com
https://www.sciencedirect.com/bookseries/advances-in-organ-biology
Read the latest chapters of Advances in Organ Biology at ScienceDirect.com,
Elsevierâ€™s leading platform of peer-reviewed scholarly literature

tissue and organ biology Study Sets and Flashcards |
Quizlet
https://quizlet.com/subject/tissue-and-organ-biology
Quizlet provides tissue and organ biology activities, flashcards and games. Start
learning today for free!

Organ Systems: AP Biology Crash Course Review | â€¦
www.albert.io › Home › Test Prep
Introduction to Organ Systems. Students often worry about the Organ Systems section of
AP Biology. There are so many organs in the body and so much information about each
and every one. In this AP Biology crash course review, we will go over the important
information that you need to know for the AP exam.

Electric organ (biology) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_organ_discharge
In biology, the electric organ is an organ common to all electric fish used for the purposes
of creating an electric field. The electric organ is derived from modified nerve or muscle
tissue. The electric discharge from this organ is used for navigation, communication,
defense and also sometimes for the incapacitation of prey.

Research history · Electrocytes · Location · Electric organ discharge

Tissue | biology | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/science/tissue
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https://www.britannica.com/science/tissue
Tissue: Tissue, in physiology, a level of organization in multicellular organisms; it
consists of a group of structurally and functionally similar cells and their intercellular
material. By definition, tissues are absent from unicellular organisms. Even among the
simplest multicellular species, such as
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